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Network Now B1 
 

 

   

     Teaching tip            
 

 

 

 
 
In Network Now B1.1, students have already met Listen in on the English worldwide 
pages at the end of every unit. This exercise gives them an opportunity to listen to 
authentic unscripted dialogues with speakers of regional and national accents other 
than the standard British accent and helps them to familiarize themselves with English 
as a global language. There are similar but more challenging exercises on the English 
worldwide pages in Network Now B1.2, this time called Listen and write, where 
students are asked to listen to an unscripted dialogue and write one sentence about the 
information they’ve heard. 
 

Try the two Listen and write exercises below. 
 

 For exercise 1, play track 2/23, Listen in, English worldwide after Unit 3, Network 
Now B1.1 - an Irish girl talking about sport. 

 For exercise 2, play track 3/22, Listen in, English worldwide after Unit 5, Network 
Now B1.1 - an Indian man talking about films. 
 

Students compare information in class. 
 

Key: 1 Irish football: It’s very exciting.; Irish football match: The atmosphere’s amazing.; Barney Driscoll (an Irish rugby 
player): He’s absolutely fantastic.; pint of Guinness: It actually tastes much better. 2 boy-meets-girl story, melodrama, lots 
of music (6-10 songs), lots of different locations, very large scale (100 dancers), lavish, boy gets girl 
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 Listen and write 
 
 
 
 
1    Listen to an Irish girl talking about sport. Write down some information 

about the things in Ireland she talks positively about. In class, compare your 

information. 

 
2    Listen to this Indian man talking about films. Write down some 
information about what is special about ‘Bollywood’ films. In class, compare 
your information. 
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